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Definition & Types of Chakras  

Basically, a chakra is an anatomical crossing point. There are five different kinds: 

insignificant, lesser, minor, reflective and major. Literally millions of insignificant 

chakras, thousands of lesser chakras and hundreds of minor chakras exist in many 

systems. But only the Blended Energies System houses the 13 major chakras of the 

Human Energy Structure. The reflective chakra, the delivery system of the major 

chakra, is a function of the Human Electromagnetic Field.  

 

Major Chakras  

The 13 crossing points of the incoming triple-current and the descending triple-

current core create the major chakras. Here energy is generated in two stages. When 

the streams cross and as they merge, a contraction resembling a violent in-breath 

occurs; followed by a forceful expansion in an outward direction, resulting in empowered 

energy of intelligence and strength.  

What begins as a gathering in, an inspiration ends as a reaction of outward 

release in a contained and directed explosion. The currents, and the streams within the 

currents of both the incoming currents and the core, spin at high velocity in opposite 

directions. The resulting friction at the crossing point causes three reactions in each of 

the currents of the core, making an informing center or a power station. It is a series of 

reactions that come together to create the major chakras and ultimately the Blended 

Energies System.  

 

Minor Chakras  

A minor chakra happens at a crossing point where action occurs that supports 

and influences the rest of the Blended Energies System. These are support chakras. 

For example, the alignment valves at the beginning of the soul pathways and the 
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dispersal valves at the rear of the chakra streams are minor chakras. Minor chakras are 

important because something fundamental happens here in relationship to the greater 

Blended Energies System. The formation of the incoming triple-current stream out of the 

crossing single streams contained within the soul layer is a result of the minor chakra.  

Both alignment and dispersal valves act as minor chakras at the crossing point of 

the framework of the inner edge of the soul layer and the single currents as they 

converge into a single triple-current stream. A minor chakra has almost the same 

anatomy as the major chakra with the significant difference that there is no core at the 

center to inform the receptivity and fundamentally inform or change it. These are empty 

chakras in comparison to the powerful major chakra. 

 

Reflective Chakras  

Reflective chakras only occur in the Human Electromagnetic Field and act as a 

delivery system for the message of the major chakra resting beneath it at the core. The 

10 reflective chakras of the Human Electromagnetic Field spin out of the 

electromagnetic energy generated by the bio layer at major chakra connections on 

either side of the main chakras.  

Cone-shaped spirals from connectors at opposite sides of the primary or main 

chakra create a larger circle surrounding the major chakra that is really two intersecting 

spirals in the Human Electromagnetic Field, spinning out from the force of the 

electromagnetic surge.  

I believe this is what many psychics and healers report as spiraling or spinning 

wheels. This electromagnetic energy is superimposed over the more fundamental action 

of the older and larger main chakra organism in service of the entire HES. These 

reflective chakras die with the physical body and take their imbalances with them when 

they do.  
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Lesser Chakras  

Lesser chakras are the place where defining structural parts cross. For example, 

the incoming soul pathway of the heart chakra crosses the framework between the 

emotional and primal layers and an echo- like event happens, marking the occurrence.  

 

Nothing is activated or moves out from the crossing as a result. No anatomical event 

occurs. 

  

Insignificant Chakras  

Insignificant chakras are simply crossing points made up of any part of the subtle 

or material anatomy such as veins crossing tendons with no noticeable consequence, 

no hint of anything other than the crossing. Insignificant chakras reside in every place 

blood vessels and veins cross, and no energy center or event occurs.  
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